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Stop Searching & Get Matched.
It’s the fast, easy, and effective way to find your next job.

There are so many benefits to creating a job seeker
account on JobMatchOhio.com

Once you create a job seeker account on our job site, you will be engaging in the most effective job search possible.
Based on your profile, our system automatically finds jobs that match your skills, experience, and preferences using
Real-Time Job Matching™ technology. It’s simple to use and works around the clock for you, so you won’t miss out on
that special job opportunity coming your way. In addition, our site is part of a network of thousands of partner sites from
variety
locations and
industries
more job matches
possible.
• aGet
jobofmatches
delivered
tomaking
your account
instantly,
without having to conduct

time-consuming keyword searches.
• There
Stay informed
new opportunities
job match
email
alerts.account on our
are soofmany
benefits to with
creating
a job
seeker
• •Have
jobdelivered
matches
automatically
and to
ranked
Get jobyour
matches
to your
account instantly,graded
without having
conductbased on match level,
time-consuming
keyword
so
you can focus
onsearches
the most relevant opportunities first.
Stay informed of new opportunities with job match e-mail alerts
• •Look
for multiple job titles in multiple locations simultaneously.
• Have your job matches automatically graded and ranked based on match level
• Get
visibility
potential
employers
so you
can focus among
on the most
relevant opportunities
firstwho access our job seeker database
• in
Look
for multiple
job titles in multiple
locations
simultaneously
search
of candidates
for their
open
positions.
• Get visibility among potential employers who access our job seeker database in
• Stay anonymous while you explore new career opportunities.

job site:

Once you create an account on
JobMatchOhio.com, you will be
engaging in the most effective
job search possible. Based on
your profile, our system automatically finds jobs that match your
skills, experience and preferences using Real-Time Job Matching
technology. It’s simple to use and
works around the clock for you,
so you won’t miss out on that
special job opportunity coming
your way. In addition, our site is
part of a network of thousands
of partner sites from a variety of
locations and industries, making
more job matches possible.

search of candidates for their open positions
• Stay anonymous while you explore new career opportunities

Getting started is easy:

1. Go to JobMatchOhio.com
2. Create your profile.
3. Upload
your
resume.
Getting
started
is easy:

4. Enter your email and password,
and you’re done!
5. Click on “See My Job Matches” to find your next job.

JobMatchOhio.com

1. From the Search Results page:

- Click on the “Do You Match” link when you mouse over a job

From the JobSite home page:

- Click on the Job Seekers “Get Started” button

2. Create your profile
4. Upload your resume
5. Enter your e-mail & password & you’re done!
6. Click on “See My Job Matches” to find your next job

Sunday News
Miami Valley
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> > Creating an Effective Resume
Make A List

A good way to start the resume-writing process is to make a list of
everything you’ve accomplished over the years. Be as thorough as
you can, and break your list down into the following categories: education, employment, activities, honors and skills. Although you won’t
use everything on your resume, your list will make sure you don’t forget anything important and will also remind you of skills and talents
to bring up during an interview.

Choose A Format

There are many acceptable ways to format a resume, including

Executive Summary or
Professional Profile:

• Describe key points of your career and major
achievements. This frames who you are and what you
have to offer, unlike the outdated “objective,” which states
what you want.

Experience:

• List your job history in reverse order (start with the most
current). Include company name, title, dates of employment,
responsibilities and accomplishments.
• If you are new to the workforce, highlight activities and accomplishments that demonstrate qualities employers desire.

Prepare a Resume Draft

Choose items from your list that correspond to the four areas above.
Where possible, emphasize work history and/or a degree or course of
study that relates to the position to which you are applying.
Use action verbs:
Use action verbs, and try not to use phrases like “responsibilities
include” or “responsible for.” Instead, use a “problem-solution” format
when describing your employment history. For example, write “Revived territory by reinstating more than 20 inactive clients, achieving
revenues of more than $70k” instead of “Responsible for calling on
non-active accounts.”
Use numbers:
Use numbers to highlight your accomplishments. For example, rather
than “raised money,” say “raised more than $5,000.”
Use keywords:
Use keywords that highlight the skills and qualifications reflected
in the job descrip-tion. The right keywords will increase the
relevancy and ranking of your resume when scanned by applicant
tracking systems.

Make it Look Professional

Education:

• List your highest level of education first. If you have obtained
a college degree, your high school education does not need
to be included.
• Indicate any degree, certificate or course of study relevant
to the position. Once significant work history is established,
omit college GPAs.

Other Skills/Information/Awards:

• List any computer or language skills and any associations to
which you’ve belonged, as well as any volunteer experience
or awards you’ve received.
• No matter which format you decide to use, the top of your resume should always include your name and contact information. Do not include date of birth, nationality, marital status,
height, weight or a photograph.

>>

creating an online resume or portfolio. You should review as many
resume formats as possible to identify the format that works best for
you. Whether hard copy or online, keep your resume organized under
the following general headlines:

First impressions are everything, so make sure your resume looks as
good as it sounds.
• Keep your margins left justified.
• Less is more-keep your sentences short and use bullets.
• Use white or off-white 8.5” x 11” paper.
• Make your name stand out by bolding it or using all caps.
• Use simple fonts like Times, Helvetica, Palatino or Arial. Keep the
font size no smaller than 10 and no larger than 12.
• Your headers, names of schools and former employers should
be bolded.
• Be consistent with punctuation, bolding and indention.
• Every element is professional and polished, from email addresses
and voice mail messages to relevant social media profiles.
• Keep your resume to 1-2 pages. Be prepared to give the interviewer
your references.

Proofread. Proofread. Proofread.

Do not underestimate the importance of proofreading. Just one typo could send
your resume into the trash. Proofread it several times, and then have as many people
as you can proofread it for you.
• “I,” “me” and “my” are omitted in the descriptions.
• Resume includes minimal use of articles
(e.g., a, an, the).
• Resume is as grammatically perfect
as possible; all typos and mistakes
are eliminated.
• Resume has been proofread by others.

2 September 2018
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> > How to manage relocating for a new job
Moving can be a considerable undertaking.
While working professionals who are single or married with no children may find it easier to move than
men and women with families, it’s fair to say that
anyone who is moving in the near future has some
significant work ahead of them.
In its Job Relocation Survey, the moving company Allied Van Lines found that people move for a
variety of reasons. Fifty percent of the 3,500 respondents indicated they relocated for career advancement or money, and many more indicated they
relocated because of a job transfer (12 percent), their
companies moved (9 percent) and to be closer to
family/relationships (8 percent).
Regardless of what’s motivating men and
women to relocate, and whether or not they’re
relocating on their own or uprooting their families,
various strategies can make a forthcoming move go
more smoothly.

Inquire about relocation assistance.

The Allied survey found that 63 percent of companies offered relocation packages. That’s a considerable perk, as moving can be expensive, especially for
adults moving to different parts of the country. Asking
about relocation expenses before being offered a job
can be tricky, but some companies may mention such
packages in their job ads or in their initial meetings
with out-of-town candidates.

Ask what relocation packages cover.

Relocation packages vary from company to company.
The Allied Survey found that 54 percent of companies
that offered such packages covered moving expenses,
while 21 percent gave new hires a lump sum of money
to use as they deemed necessary. One in five companies even sponsored trips to search for homes. Adults
who are offered relocation packages should get the
specifics so they can start creating moving budgets.

Emphasize organization.

Much of the stress associated with relocating can
be traced to the logistics of uprooting oneself
and one’s family. Men and women who are
unaccustomed to making lists may want
to start, as doing so can help keep track
In a survey of 3,500 working professionals, Alof all the tasks that need to be comlied Van Lines found that 17 percent had relocated
pleted before hitting the road. Various
for a job. Roughly 50 percent of those who relocated
unique tasks, from canceling utilidid so for career advancement and/or more money, while
ties to changing insurance policies,
8 percent moved to be closer to family or for other relationmust be completed before moving,
ship reasons. Moving is often characterized as stressful, and
and it’s easy to lose track of what’s
31 percent of survey respondents who moved indicated that
been done and what hasn’t. Mainfinding a home was the most challenging part of relocating for
taining a to-do list and checking
a job. Acclimating to a new community (29 percent), finding
off tasks as they’re completed can
services such as utilities and medical care (13 percent) and
simplify the relocation process.
making friends (12 percent) were also cited as some of the

Did you know?

most challenging parts of relocating for a job. As difficult
as relocating can be, 64 percent of those who had
The Allied survey found that 31 perrelocated expressed positive sentiments toward
cent of respondents indicated the most
their job relocation, while just 7.5 percent
challenging part of relocating for a job
harbored negative feelings about
was finding a home, while 29 percent felt
relocating (28 percent were
acclimating to their new community was the
neutral).
most challenging aspect of their relocation. Adults
who rent their first homes upon relocating can
remove some of the pressure to find the perfect
home, knowing full well their first home in their
new community will be temporary. If possible,
rent in a location that makes it easy to immerse
yourself in your new community, which should
make the adjustment easier. In addition, place
items that are unnecessary for day-to-day life
in storage. Having some of your possessions
already packed should make your next move
less stressful.

Rent your first home.

Relocating for a job can be exciting and stressful. But there are ways to make moving go
smoothly.

September 2018 3
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> > Newspapers are a
Great Resource for Job Seekers

OH-70078035

The trend for employers is to post jobs online, but
don’t overlook the value of the classified print ads in newspapers or specialized publications, like this one, during your
job search. The JOBS sections of classifieds still have valuable local job leads. With everything being online, it can be
complex and challenging to navigate all the leads available.
Typically, many think that classified ads are only for
hourly or lower-wage jobs. There is nothing wrong with
that — job seekers can range from high school students,
to retirees to candidates needing second or third jobs. This
isn’t always true.
Do you remember when you would pull out your red
marker and start searching the classifieds for job openings?
That still happens!
Outside of contacting companies cold, newspapers
are still one of the most valuable source for leads. An
advantage to ads in the newspaper, you know it’s a real job,
seeking to hire now! There are the cases where employers
are running ads to see who’s out there, or are always hiring.
But most of the time, when you see an ad in the paper, that
employer is hiring now!
Don’t be afraid of blind ads. Some companies use
them to fill a position they don’t want internal employees
knowing about them. When you are sending your cover letter and resume, be very selective — the employer may be
your own company you are submitting your resume to, but
like anything else let good judgment and common sense
prevail.

4 September 2018

If you are looking to relocate, subscribe to the local
newspaper which serves your desired location. It’s very
inexpensive to have the paper mailed to you for a few
months. Another idea would be to just subscribe to the
weekend edition of the paper. Most employers place their
ads on the highest circulation days, which are normally

the weekends.
Nearly half of all candidates in manufacturing or the
service industry rely on local newspapers to search for jobs.
Newspapers are still one of the most common methods
when job searching. So go pick up your local newspaper
today!
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> > You’ve Graduated College ... Now What?
It’s the day after college graduation and you
are prepared to move on in your career. But,
what is the next step? Start prepping right
away! This should have been thought about
already, but that’s ok. You still have a bright
future ahead.
First things first, create a customized resume for each job. Yes, this seems like a lot of
work, but by creating a customized resume for
each job, you will be able to rank higher with
applicant tracking systems to get the face-toface interview. Keywords are important.
Internships are also important; many
employers have named internships, jobs,
volunteering and extracurricular activities
as the most important elements
in hiring recent graduates.
Now, grades do matter, but
that’s what got you into the
internship you took, right?
When you are creating
your resume, be

specific about your internship. Even if it wasn’t
the greatest internship ever, put it down.
Sitting behind the computer screen isn’t
doing you any justice. Get out and network.
You will more likely land the interview if you
are referred. Have conversations with friends
and family members. Let them know you’re job
searching and what companies you are looking
at. They may have connections. Utilize your
alumni network, LinkedIn is a great resource for
networking with alumni and other candidates
with your experience. Master your pitch when
networking. Put together a short and easy to
understand response about what it is you do or
are looking for.
Check your social media accounts. Is the

person being represented someone you would
hire? Many companies check all social media
profiles as part of the screening process. If
you aren’t proud of that moment, delete it.
What does your voicemail say? Remember,
when companies are calling to schedule the
interview, this is their first real impression
of you. Don’t let the voicemail box get full,
if so, you may miss the interview you’ve been
waiting for.
Prepare now for the interview. This means
researching the company, knowing what they
have to offer. What is the position you are
hiring for? What questions could you ask the
interviewer? Do not wing it. Practice answering tough questions out loud, not in your
head.
Just remember, this isn’t going
to be your lifelong job. This is the
first one to get you the experience to go up the ladder to
your dream job.

Looking for local, dedicated work?
Want to be home daily?

Cheeseman Transport

Hiring
All Positions
Looking
for local,
dedicated work?
Looking
for
local,
dedicated
Want
to be
home
daily? work?
Average
$.58cpm
is
hiring
Want toFull
beBenefits
home daily?
$2,000-$5,000 Sign On Bonus

Local,
Regional,
Fort Recovery, OH 45846
Local,
Regional,
800-762-5793
and
OTR
drivers.
www.cheeseman.com
2200OTR
St Rte
119,
and
drivers.
Fort Recovery, OH 45846

OH-70078031

OH-70076471

Cheeseman
Transport
Local,
Regional,
Cheeseman
Transport
Contact
Recruiter
today!
isa hiring
and
OTR
drivers.
2200 is
Sthiring
Rte 119,
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> > How Does an Applicant Tracking System
Affect the Job Search Process?
First of all, what is an applicant tracking system?
ATS is a software application that sifts through
resumes to determine which ones are the most
qualified for the position. Basically, instead of human recruiters looking at your resume, there is an
ATS looking for keywords and skills.
Applicant Tracking Systems process resumes
and cover letters submitted by applicants by
searching for keywords recruiters have requested,
such as certain skills, education levels and location.
Employers can also search the system for candidates with specific qualifications. Meaning, if you
submitted your resume a long time ago and never
got a response, you may be the perfect candidate
they are looking for now.
Employers use applicant tracking systems because it not only is cost affective, but they are able
to save time and be organized. ATS lowers the risk
of errors occurring, such as accidently deleting an
email, or recycling a resume that was mailed in. Employers are also able to categorize job seekers by
different levels of the application process. Also, ATS
isn’t used by just the giant corporations — smaller
companies have utilized the benefits ATS provides.

Employers and ATS are also searching social
media for potential candidates. Everyone knows
the importance of having a professional image
when searching for a job. But, when social media
becomes involved and you are trying to attract
recruiters, it’s important to not have your less
flattering images appear. There is social recruiting
software that will attach your social media profile
directly with your application.
Search Engine Optimization (SEO) should
be the same way you tailor your resume and cover letter to be noticed.
Keywords are important to get
matched to your dream job.
For example, when you type
certain words into a search
engine, depending on how
it matches to websites, will
determine which sites populate to the top. Same with
ATS — the keywords in
your resume will determine the rank your
resume

will appear on the search results. When searching
for keywords, research the company you are trying
to apply to. Go to social media and see what current employees have as qualifications for the position you are applying to. Do not add words that are
generic. Be concrete. Employers aren’t looking for
descriptions like “team player” or “outgoing.” They
want to find someone who has the exact qualifications they are looking for, like manager, sales
representative or accountant.
One of the first steps in an interview
process is getting past the applicant
tracking system. Once you have
jumped that hurdle, it’s up to the
human recruiter to determine
if you would be a good fit for
the job. Most of the time, job
seekers are only hired after
the face-to-face interview,
so if you boost your resume
to pass the ATS, bring your
confidence and skills to the
interview, the chances of
getting hired are increased.

CAREGIVER
A Satisfying Career!

RNs, LPNs & STNAs

We are looking for non-medical compassionate
CAREgivers to assist Senior Citizens in their homes.

PT, FT, All shifts

No certification/experience required.
Training provided.

All Shifts Needed
$200 Sign on Bonus

At Ohio Living Dorothy Love, Sidney’s premier life plan community,
our mission is the heart of our organization.

We offer:

Must be:
•21 Years Old
•Mature & Compassionate
•Must Have Car, Valid Drivers License
& Car Insurance

• Excellent benefits including medical, dental, vision
and 403b retirement savings
• Flexible scheduling
• Education assistance
• Free meals
• Verizon discount

Learn more and apply:
ohioliving.org/careers

You Can Make A Difference!

• Vacation after 90 days

Call our Job Line at:

6 September 2018

937-410-0710
EOE

OH-70078042

OH-70078091

…. And more!

or Apply online at

www.homeinstead.com/792
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> > Finding Work After 50
Unemployment isn’t easy for anyone, regardless
of their age. But unemployed men and women over
50 may find it especially difficult to find work.
Whether it’s a byproduct of age-related discrimination or any of a host of additional variables, jobless
older workers often struggle to find work.
In a 2016 analysis of government figures, the
Schwartz Center for Economic Policy Analysis at the
New School estimated that the jobless rate for workers 55 and older in August of 2016, six years after the
Great Recession, was nearly 9 percent. At the time,
the national jobless rate hovered around 5 percent.
Unemployed men and women over 50 who are
struggling to find work can consider the following
strategies as they look to rejoin the workforce.

Turn your age into a positive.
Men and women over 50 should accept the likelihood that their new managers and/or hiring managers will be younger than them. When interviewing for a job, men and women over 50 should make
an effort to showcase their enthusiasm about working with and learning from younger colleagues,
while also noting their desire to commit long-term
to a company. Some hiring managers may surprise
older applicants, viewing them as potentially more
reliable than younger workers simply looking to
gain some experience in a particular industry before moving on to the next opportunity.

Make use of your existing down time.

Another strategy unemployed men and women
over 50 can try as they look for work is to make
Unemployed men and women over 50 have no
more relevant information from their work histories.
better use of their existing downtime. Enrolling in
doubt updated their résumés to reflect their most
online courses can give prospective employers the
recent professional experience. But they may need Embrace 21st century job hunting.
impression that applicants over 50 are both techto trim some of the fat in regard to their work life
Finding a job in the second decade of the 21st
savvy and willing to learn new things. Each of those
10 or more years ago. Today’s hiring managers may century is unlike job hunting in decades prior, and
only be concerned with recent experience that illus- wholly different from how men and women over 50 things can help men and women over 50 overcome
any unjustified, tech-related stigmas that hiring
trates skillsets that are relevant to today’s jobs. Men looked for jobs upon beginning their professional
and women over 50 may consider their experience lives. Networking can mean the difference between managers may attach to older job candidates.
from 20 years ago invaluable, but if that experience unemployment and landing a job. Go to job fairs
Finding work after 50 is not always easy, and
does not meet the specific needs of the jobs they’re attended by hiring managers and join professional
now seeking, then they should remove it from their organizations that host events where professionals job seekers may need to adjust their approach berésumés so hiring managers can quickly access the in your field can gather.
fore they can get back in the workforce.

Revisit your resume.

Corporation

OH-70078080

Located in north Dayton, we are a growing
aerospace manufacturing company. LORD
offers highly competitive compensation
and benefit packages including 3 weeks of
vacation for all new team members!
Please visit our website at
careers.lord.com and select the Dayton, OH
location to explore exciting career
opportunities with LORD Corporation!
September 2018 7

937.228.5627

> > Networking
strategies for
the digital age
Networking has long been a way for men and women to expand their
professional horizons. Networking can keep professionals abreast of the
latest goings-on in their industries and provide both immediate and longterm benefits.
Like many things in the business world, how people network has
changed in the digital age. Embracing that change and making it work for
you will likely involve changing how you network.

Embrace professional social media.

Social media may not have been around the last time you looked for a job,
but professional social media sites such as LinkedIn are a vital component
of networking in the digital age. If you haven’t done so already, establish a
LinkedIn profile so you can begin connecting with other professionals in
your field.

Personalize your connections.

The days of sharing a post-work drink with a colleague may be over. But
networking in the digital age need not be impersonal. When using professional networking sites such as LinkedIn, personalize the messages you send
to other professionals when inviting them to join your network. Use the
message to briefly introduce yourself and explain your connection before
explaining why you want the person to become part of your network.
Welcome any questions and warmly thank them for their time. This personal
touch can make you stand out in a digital sea of people, many of whom
simply want to add other professionals to their network without necessarily
making genuine connections.

Get out of the house.

1st, 2nd
Up To
or 3rd $26.00/
Shift
Hr

Find Your
Dream Job At

OH-70072674

WWW.APPLYOHIO.COM

8 September 2018

Digital age networking is not limited to digital connections. Meetup.com
encourages like-minded men and women to get together with real people
in real life, using the internet to facilitate such connections. Men and women
who sign up can use Meetup.com to connect with local professionals in
their industries, attend industry-specific events and even establish their own
meetup groups. A medium such as Meetup.com is great for individuals of all
ages, but it might be especially valuable to established professionals looking to combine digital age networking with the more traditional networking
they’re accustomed to.

Be mindful of decorum.

The internet is a largely informal “place,” but professionals should be mindful
of decorum when networking online. Resist the temptation to use shorthand, slang or less formal language when contacting other professionals, as
doing so can make you appear unprofessional. In addition, avoid making potentially controversial or contentious comments on social media platforms
like Facebook and Twitter.
Networking in the digital age may intimidate working professionals accustomed to more traditional networking strategies. But while the methods
may be different, effective digital age networking is not all that different
from the networking strategies of yesteryear.
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Underqualified? Overqualified?
Stuck in the Middle?
Every job seeker dreads being told that
they’re not a good fit for a particular
position. As a job seeker, you may
seem either overqualified for a
position or underqualified for a
position, even though you think
it’s the right fit for you. Many
job seekers in the market for
a new job strictly limit the positions they apply for in order to
avoid this kind of rejection.
But in truth, most successful job
seekers aren’t a perfect match with the
stated qualifications for the jobs they’ve landed.
And by writing off large numbers of positions just
because you feel you might not be fully qualified
for them, you may be severely curtailing the professional opportunities that are available to you
Understand the potential employer has a
checklist of certain criteria they are looking for, from
experience, to education or even basic computer
skills. If you don’t meet all the listed items, you may
not get the interview. Or you may get the interview
but not the job because you are overqualified.
Luckily for the job seeker, employment rates
are so low and employers are rethinking their
hiring process.
If there is a skills gap, here are some key things
to keep in mind.

1. Confront the issue upfront.

Explain in your cover letter why you are applying for
this position. Be honest, stay positive and emphasize what you can do for this potential employer.
Demonstrate the relationship between your qualifications and an improvement in the employer’s
bottom line.

2. Make your salary expectations
part of the discussion.

Many times, the term overqualified or underqualified comes from the concern of compensation. If
you don’t have the skills or experience to check off
their list, make it known that you are willing to pay
your dues and start out with a salary that matches

your experience. On the other hand, if
you are overqualified, but need to
make a career change or just need
a fresh start, talk about salary
flexibility so the concerns for
compensation diminish. Most
companies don’t want less
experienced employees; it just
comes down to compensation.

3. Always create a custom
resume for each position.

Do not create one generic resume and
submit it to all employers hoping to get a response. Your resume will be put to the side and
that’s where it will stay. If you are overqualified,
down play job titles, hiring managers get nervous
when they see Senior Vice President and you are
just applying for a project manager position.

4. Make yourself standout with the specific
training and/or experience you have.

Showcase your skills, and how they will easily transfer into the new position. Look and see what the
company is hiring for. You’re going to have to make
a real effort to bring more of your personality into
your cover letter and application. Instead of simply
stating that you’re an organized, detail-oriented
person in your cover letter, tell a story about how
your co-workers tease you for alphabetizing the
books sitting on your desk.

cies will offer free or affordable training so that you
would have more opportunities in different industries.

7. Network, Network, Network

Over or underqualified, having someone in house
putting a good word in for you will increase your
chance of getting hired significantly.
Most of us forget that the people looking at your
resume, interviewing you, and making a final hiring
decision are humans. And they want to connect with
other capable, enthusiastic, personable humans.
Hiring is a much more emotional process than
most of us believe, so you can’t underestimate the
power of your “soft skills.” As in, the natural, innate
personal characteristics and strengths you bring to
the table that have no place on a resume.
This is great news because it means that who you
are as a person matters when you’re applying for a
job, and often it can more than compensate in areas
you’re lacking.
Proving that you’re eager to learn new skills and
a self-starter is more valuable to an employer than
someone who meets all the job criteria, but is unmotivated and stubbornly set in his or her ways. And
yes, sharing your genuine passion and enthusiasm
for the company’s mission will make a greater impact
on an interviewer than being an Excel wizard.

5. Don’t be afraid to take
a temp job to fill space.

This will keep your resume from
being stale and will add to your
skills and experience.

6. Take as many classes as
you can to better
your skills.

Look for on-the-job training or
affordable programs. Depending on
the area you live in, many staffing agenSeptember 2018 9
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> > Looking for your Next Career Move?
SOURCE: www.deptofnumbers.com/unemployment/Ohio/

Are you aware that the Ohio
unemployment rate in July was
4.6 percent, which is down from
5.1 percent in July last year?
That means there are several jobs
available at all levels of experience.
Employers are looking to hire!

OH-70077974

Right now you can drive up and down any
street in our local community and see NOW
HIRING signs everywhere. But, is it the right
job for you? Do you have everything you need
to fill out the application? Do you have extra
copies of your resume? How is your appearance
today? Finding the right job for you isn’t as easy
as hopping in the car and driving. You need
to be prepared and confident of your abilities
before walking into these establishments.
One option is to grab a local newspaper
and go right to the classified section. Many employers post their open positions in local community papers. Employers want local qualified
candidates, and they need to fill those positions
immediately. When you look at the newspaper, you are able to see who is hiring and then
research their company to see what they may
be looking for. Also, the local newspaper would
have stories on new companies coming into
the community. You are able to research and

identify potential jobs.
Another option is searching for a job online. That can be overwhelming. What website
do I start with? Do I need to put my information
repeatedly on all of these sites? How do I know
I’m qualified? It’s like throwing 100 copies of
your resume and hoping one of them sticks.
Job seekers shouldn’t be playing games when it
comes to their career.
With JobMatchOhio.com you upload your
resume one time, at no charge, and you are
connected with hundreds of sites and employers. Job Match Ohio will also match you to the
positions you are qualified for.
Stop sifting through irrelevant job postings, we recommend Real-Time Job Matching
for free — it saves time and delivers jobs you
want. Get job match alerts delivered to your
inbox or your mobile device. Get noticed by
employers who are interested in your skills and
work experience.

Whichever option you decide, being prepared, composed and driven will help you find
your dream job. Here at AIM Media Midwest,
we are making it our goal to be the “go-to”
place for job seekers and employers, by providing easy to use resources such as local newspapers and JobMatchOhio.com.

Come be a part of our team. If interested call 937-592-9800
or visit our website at www.highpointhomehealth.com to complete an application.

10 September 2018
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> > Preparing for a Successful Interview
Remember the details.
• Dress appropriately for the position .
• Bring your resume, letters of reference, etc., in a nice portfolio.
• Know the names of the people you’re meeting with, and write them down.
• Arrive 10 minutes early.

Learn as much as you can about the company and its industry.
• Study its mission and/or vision statement for insight into its goals and values .
• Learn basic facts like products and service offerings, company size, locations,
years in business, etc.
• Research the industry, including its history, top players, current trends, growth
projections, etc.

Ask questions. Your interviewer will most likely ask if you
have any questions, so have some ready.
Consider the following:
• What are the most important responsibilities of the position?
• What are the goals of this department or company for the upcoming year?
• What are the greatest challenges in this job?
• What qualities are most important in employees who report directly to you?
• Does (company name) have a career development program?
• How does does the position contribute to the company’s goals/success?
• Tell me about your career here. What do you like most about the company?

Think about questions that may arise during the interview.
Here are a few common ones:
• Tell me of your achievements in a past/current job of which you are most proud?
• How will this company/position benefit from your experience?
• In what ways are your skills and interests relevant to this position?
• What have been your most significant challenges?
• What is your reason for interviewing with this company?

During the Interview:
• Treat everyone professionally and respectfully.
• Don’t chew gum.
• Turn off your cell phone.
• Don’t interrupt the interviewer.
• Be confident but not arrogant.
• Listen carefully to the interviewer’s questions.
• Ask for clarification if you do not understand a question.
• Keep things positive.
• Find out the next step;
ask for the best way to follow up.
• Thank the interviewer.

After the Interview:
• Send a thank-you letter or
email immediately.
• If you have been
instructed to follow up,
do so at the appropriate time.

Tractor & Trailer Technicians
Kirk has secured new business and is looking for techs that want to
learn and grow with us!

We are seeking techs with 2 -3 years of experience. We have a variety
of equipment to work on that will allow you to expand your mechanical
knowledge base. We offer work in the shop setting and also on the
customer’s lot.
We are looking for reliable people who have a clean driver’s record and
a basic set of tools. We offer training and full scope of benefits: 401K,
health and life insurances, paid time off, free uniforms to name a few.
Send resume to: HR Department
PO Box 4369
Sidney Oh 45365
Kirk-hr@knl.cc

OH-70078075

You can be part of our winning team!!

September 2018 11
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> > 7 Steps to Leave a Job Gracefully
Deciding to leave a job is seldom an easy
decision. However, it’s a more common decision
than many people may know, as the U.S. Bureau of
Labor Statistics indicates the average worker holds
10 different jobs before age 40.
People change jobs for a variety of reasons.
Some do so because of better opportunities
elsewhere, while others simply need a change.
Regardless of what’s motivating a job change,
leaving a place of employment can elicit various
emotions, including some that may contribute to
negative thoughts about a current employer. But
it’s always best to leave a job gracefully, which can
pay dividends down the road. The following are
seven strategies people can employ as they leave
their jobs to ensure those exits go as smoothly
as possible.

1. Watch out for social media.
It’s best to keep resignation plans to yourself and
off of social media. You never know who is reading
your posts, and bad-mouthing a soon-to-be-former
employer can lead to hurt feelings and poor references. Resist the urge to rant about what’s making
you unhappy at work or brag about a new position
to your social network.

2. Play by the rules.
Your employer may have a plan in place for how
the company prefers resignations to be handled.
The standard two- to three-week’s notice is a
guideline. Visit with human resources if you need
more information, such as whether or not a resignation letter or other documentation is required.

3. Speak with your manager first.
It’s respectful for your immediate manager or
supervisor to learn of your departure first. This
gives him or her ample time to put a plan in place
to fill your position. The more notice you can give,
the more goodwill you’re building on your way out
the door. Schedule a meeting for this purpose; do
not make it an informal chat by the water cooler.
Resist the urge to quit via email or text. Resigning
requires face-to-face communication. Present a
concise letter of resignation as well. Don’t call out
colleagues or air your grievances in the letter.

higher-ups to decide how to best handle the announcement to other employees.

4. Announce your departure.

6. Keep the momentum.

Work collectively with your manager and other

5. Train your replacement and
prepare final assignments.
Volunteer to train or assist with getting your
replacement set up. If you have any outstanding
projects or documents, be sure to tie up any loose
ends before leaving. Leave behind instructions or
a guidebook if you think it will help your replacement perform their duties more effectively.

It can be tempting to phone it in as you near

DIESEL TECHNICIANS

Quitting a job can be full of mixed emotions.
Just be sure to time it correctly and leave in as positive a way as possible to maintain a strong professional network.

CNC MILL, MANUAL MILL, MANUAL LATHE,
TOOL ROOM, GRINDING, JIG GRINDING
BENEFITS:
Major Medical, Life Insurance and Supplemental
Insurance Available, Paid Vacations & 401K

OH-70072735

OH-70077580

Excellent beneﬁt package which includes 401K, health, dental, vision
insurance as well as free uniforms and a very clean shop.

12 September 2018

Cause as little disruption as possible by packing
belongings before or after office hours. Respect
the working environment, recognizing that your
coworkers still need to get their jobs done.

G-W TOOL & DIE is looking
to hire experience Machinist
(3-5 years) for the following
positions:

Duties will include:
• Perform standard semi-tractor and/or trailer maintenance
• Perform preventive maintenance
• Diagnose complex mechanical and electronic problems utilizing
diagnostic computer when applicable
• Complete inspections & repairs and replace defective components with
minimal supervision

10450 St Rt 47 • Sidney, OH 45365
800/497-2100 ext 120

7. Pack on your own time.

MACHINIST

Continental Express Inc., a full service transportation company that
specializes in hauling refrigerated food products is currently seeking Diesel
Technicians for its Sidney terminal. Top pay for experienced technicians!

Forward resume to Mark at mgoubeaux@ceioh.com,
on-line at www.cejobs.com or apply in person at:

departure day, but this is inadvisable. Do your job
to the best of your ability up until you say your
goodbyes.

SEND RESUME:
P.O. Box 227
195 Ben Street • Fort Loramie OH, 45845
WALK INS WELCOME
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> > What do your social profiles
tell potential employers?
The internet is a huge and wonderful place.
It’s important to remember that anything you
say online is pretty much permanent. This is
incredibly relevant to the job search.
The lack of a face-to-face connection might
seem to give you some degree of anonymity, but it doesn’t. Recruiters and interviewers
will see what you’ve done and said online and
factor that into their consider-ation of you as a
candidate, for better or worse.
According to the HUHS Library Media
Center, 63 percent of all hiring managers said
that something on a job seeker’s social media

site caused them to not offer them a job.And
the best way to avoid that situation? Not doing
anything bad in the first place. But what exactly is “bad” when it comes to the internet and
your job search? We’ve got you covered.
Don’t Complain on Social Media — Avoid
ranting or using any rude language. Be concerned and polite. This includes comments on
former employers or co-workers.
Don’t Breach the Line Between Business and
Personal — Social media can be a great net-

working tool. However, don’t add inter-viewers
on any social platform. Keep the personal and
professional separate.
Do Be the Best Version of Yourself — When
you want to impress someone in the real
world, you bring your A game. You put on a
nice suit, smile and act as polite as possible.
The internet should be no different.
In all that you do, offline AND online, be
quick, polite and kind. That’s something truly
memorable.

• • • JOB POSTING • • •

LOGAN COUNTY

WATER POLLUTION CONTROL DISTRICT
SEW-EURODRIVE is a global leader in the power
transmission industry. As a family owned business, we
value work-life balance, and offer great opportunities like an
unheard of 100% paid group health plan for employees.

GIS/DATA TECHNICIAN
The Logan County Water Pollution Control District is accepting
applications for a GIS/Data Technician.
The GIS/Data Technician is responsible for performing a multitude of
tasks regarding the development, maintenance and use of the District’s
GIS databases, Asset Management databases and the incorporation of
data from other software systems. In addition, this position will perform
ﬁeld work that includes locating District assets for OUPS, inspecting
public and private work performed on the sanitary sewer system and
developing and maintaining digital records.

• Medical plan

• Short term disability

• Dental plan

• Long term disability

• Vision care

• 12 holidays/year

• Audio benefits

• Paid vacation

• Prescription drug card

• Retirement plan, including
401(k) and profit sharing

• Life insurance and AD&D

For more information, visit www.seweurodrive.com
and click on Employment Opportunities to apply.

OH-70078079

Or, stop in and complete an application at:
2001 West Main Street, Troy, OH 45373

Annual salary for this position is $45,000 to $62,000 DOQ
Applications will be accepted until 4:00 pm Friday, October 5, 2018.
Logan County is an Equal Opportunity Employer. Any questions regarding
the position may be made to the Logan County WPC District ofﬁce at
937-843-3328. Applications and job descriptions are available on the
District’s website: www.logancowpc.com and in the District ofﬁce. Mail
or email completed applications and resumes to:
BRIAN SCHULTZ, DIRECTOR
LOGAN COUNTY WPC DISTRICT
8100 ST. RT. 708 S.
PO BOX 1550
RUSSELLS POINT, OHIO 43348
BSCHULTZ@LOGANCOWPC.COM

OH-70078089

Benefits include:

Due to the technical nature of this position and the varied responsibilities
the District will provide training and additional education for the
selected candidate that demonstrates an exceptional work ethic and is
highly motivated but may lack relevant experience.
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Local Dump Truck Driver and
Long Haul Drivers Wanted

Klingshirn and Sons
Trucking, Inc

Now Hiring!
Now
Hiring!
Welders
Welders



Production
Workers
Production Workers



Join
team!
Joina agreat
great team!

OH-70072703

1 Century Drive,
Gettysburg,
OH 45328
1 Century
Drive
OHto
45328
Stop in between 8Gettysburg,
am & 3 pm
fill out an application

14 September 2018

Stop in between 8 am & 3 pm
Call
(937)
447-2241
to fill
out an application.

Call (937) 447-2241

OH-70078083

New
Compensation!
Material
Handling

*Percentage based pay
*Medical/ Vision/Dental/
401k provided

Call 937-338-5000
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Q: How can I get the best
job matches?

Q: What is the “Improve
Your Matchability” module?

A: Our site uses three elements to create a job
match: your skills, your job preferences and the
job requirements. To get the best result, you need
to add as many details to your profile and refine
your preferences until you get exactly the type of
jobs that you want and qualify for. Skills and preferences can be added in the “My Match Profile”
tab. Every time you apply to a job, the system will
ask you about missing skills and allow you to add
them to your profile to improve your matching.
Since candidates are graded according to how
well they qualify for the job, candidates with more
skills and employment history are more likely to
be noticed by employers.

A: This is a unique module that asks you about
your skills and preferences in order to help you
improve your match level and see more jobs that
you qualify for. Each time you answer a question,
you are likely to see the number of job matches
increase or at least improve in quality.

Q: How can I remain anonymous
while looking for a job?

For job seekers at JobMatchOhio.com

Q: What does the
match grading
method mean?
A: Job Matches are ranked according to: Great
Matches, Good Matches or Basic Matches. Basic
matches are jobs that simply belong to the job
categories and locations that you selected. They
match what you are looking for, but not necessarily what the employer is looking for. Good and
great matches take into account your skills and
employment history and how well you qualify for
the job. The more details you add for skills,
education and work experience, the more likely
you are to find Great Matches.

Q: What do I do if I am unhappy
with my job match results?
A: Unsatisfactory matching can stem from several
reasons, such as your skills and preferences need
refinement (additional details) or there are not
enough jobs available based on your interests and
experience that you qualify for. As a first step, try to
add more skills to your profile, expand your locations and refine your preferences. If you still do not
receive quality matches, don’t worry. As soon as we
have new good matches for you, we will alert you
via email and invite you to look at such jobs.

A: We do not ask you for your name, address or
any other identifying details. You can remain
anonymous throughout your job matching process. The only time that you are required to identify yourself is when you apply to a job. Even then,
your information is sent directly to the employer
and not kept in your online account. Resumes can
be kept confidential and not shown to employers.

Q: Why is adding
job titles important?
A: Our job site is unique in its ability to match you
with a job based on specific job titles that you are
interested in. You can add several job titles to your
preferences and the system will give priority to
jobs that have these exact job titles.

Harvest Land Co-op
Versailles Ag Center

Job Match

Full-time
Custom Applicator
Seasonal overtime should be expected.
Experience helpful, but training is available.
High school diploma or GED and driver’s license required.
CDL required, or willing to make an effort to obtain CDL.

1 877 844-8385

Applicants should stop in or submit their resume to
OH-70078095

Contact your
advertising specialist today:

MAGIC TUNNEL EXPRESS WASH
Friendly, Energietc People needed!
Starting pay:
$14 dollars per hour

OH-70078034

Call Kevin Jacobs 706.505.7250
OR apply in person at:
Troy, OH:
Sidney, OH:
10 Kings Chapel Drive N 2680 Michigan Street
Full and Part-time positions available.

Harvest Land Co-op, PO Box 314,
Versailles, OH 45380. (937) 526-4811
We are located at 9368 McGreevey Rd.

NOW HIRING!!
$12-$21/hour
Labor/Technician/
Supervisor/CDL

Customer Service Openings in
Sidney and Troy

OH-70078086

E

Competitive Pay & Benefits
NO EXPERIENCE? NO PROBLEM!
Apply in Person at 15 Industry
Park Court, Tipp City
Or call (937)667-1772
to schedule an interview
September 2018 15

MAKE A REAL
DIFFERENCE!
Premier Health has job openings across Southwest Ohio in
our hospitals, emergency centers, urgent care centers and
physician practices.

NOW HIRING
Open positions include:
• Registered Nurses
• Patient Care Technicians
• Physical, Speech and Occupational Therapists
• Respiratory Therapists
• Athletic Trainers
• Housekeeping
• Nutrition Services
Our award-winning health system with over 100 locations allows you to choose the
place and job that works best for your interests, schedule and lifestyle.
• Great pay and potential for sign-on bonuses
• Competitive benefits: Medical, dental, vision, life insurance
• Long- and short-term disability
• Flexible spending accounts (FSAs)
• Cash balance retirement plan: You’re rewarded based on service
• Employee retirement savings plan: You can save with the added feature of
matching contributions made by Premier Health’s member organizations
• Adoption assistance
• Tuition assistance for approved programs

APPLY TODAY

OH-70078078

We know that great health care starts with great people. If you share our passion
to make a positive difference in the lives of others, search our complete list of
job openings now, and find the perfect opportunity to advance your career.
Visit premierhealth.com/careers today.

16 September 2018

